The Next Generation on from Above Ground Pools
For more than four decades, Stern's Pools have manufactured and
supplied high quality designer modular pools throughout Australia. As a
family-run company, our focus is in creating premium quality modular pools to give
our customers many years of enjoyment.
In conjunction with Complete Pools SA we look forward to providing you and your family with a quality
pool from our innovative and affordable range.
Engineered for maximum strength, Stern's Pools’ products are streamlined and purpose designed for
in-ground, above- ground and semi-in-ground installations. Our award winning braceless pools are
sleek and, when installed in-ground, achieve the same appearance as a concrete or fibreglass pool
without the high end price tag. Whilst suitable for tight courtyard spaces Sterns Pools structural steel
channel frameworks make it an ideal choice for sloping blocks & sites with limited access. Stern's Pools
are made in Australia, engineered to last and hand-finished to exacting standards & backed by a 15
year warranty. See www.sternspools.com.au
See below what sets us apart or ask one of our Complete Pools SA premium dealer representatives
today.


Wide range of saltwater resin Whitsunday pool packages available. Braceless as standard.



Sterns Pools are supported by full width structural steel channel frameworks for maximum
strength.



Sterns Pools provide a SP5000 equivalent oversized skimmer box as a standard inclusion. Not an
optional upgrade.



Sterns pools have a superior wall thickness & smaller spacing between structural posts better
suited to a fibreglass style concrete bondbeam/ paver coping finish.



Sterns pools structural deep ends are larger in volume & have a more gradual floor ramp.



All Sterns pools sizes are bigger by comparison. All measurements are internal ( the actual size of
the pool) & have an actual wall height of 1.37m



Sterns offer a .05mm heavy duty liners as standard.
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